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What we  do to monitor

preliminary
data

Hits: Misses:

Reliable ambulatory and unobtrusive physiological measures would
enable the identification and mitigation of human performance
decrement due to attentional lapses during the actual performance
of safety-critical tasks such as piloting. 2
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One thing we might do to monitor

credit ISS, Inc.

fNIRS is an emerging optical neuroimaging technique

non-invasive, non-confining, ambulatory , low-cost
and safe for long-term monitoring
Cognitive state is determined via pattern
classification of functional activations
(hemoglobin concentration changes). 3



Prior Conclusions with fNIRS
It is possible to classify attentional state with fNIRS, but
artifacts reduce classification prediction accuracy.
fNIRS is a promising candidate technique for operational
application if obstacles to use in the field can be
overcome.

susceptibility to
motion artifact and
physiological confound
need for comfortable,
reliable head probes for
artifact reduction and
long-duration wear

Harrivel, A. et al. 2011. Monitoring attentional state using functional near infrared spectroscopy: A pilot study.
17th Annual Meeting of the Organization for Human Brain Mapping, June, 2011. Quebec City, Canada, poster #519WTh.4



Motivation for artifact removal
improving automated real time signal
processing to remove noise artifacts and
improve state prediction accuracy
other techniques in the literature rely on:

offline analysis
only features of the signal itself
auxiliary signals
known stimulus timing
block averaging
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fNIRS is commonly performed with continuous wave optical
instruments to calculate relative changes in [Hb].
In frequency domain instruments, a modulated input source
allows for AC, DC, and phase shift measurements at each
wavelength source channel.
The phase shift signal is sensitive to motion: high variability
indicates poor optical coupling due to a less stable optical
path length.

If the phase is steady, it is likely the changes are due to
activations of interest, systemic physiology or detector gain
changes.
If not, absorption changes due to path length changes can
masquerade as activations.  The phase signal can indicate
their origin for confidence in signal quality control.

Frequency Domain: the phase shift
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The phase provides a direct measure of the noise
in the optical measurement, and can be used to tune
an online adaptive filter, such as a Kalman filter.

LEW-18952-

An Introduction to the Kalman
Filter, Welch and Bishop, 20067



Kalman Filter Parameters
Recurrent estimates of the true signal are based on the

measurement and on estimates of the noise.
Application: filter more aggressively if the phase variance

increases dramatically, indicating poor coupling and thus
suspect [Hb] calculations.
R: measurement noise variance

 If large, trust the estimate more than the new measurement.
R=0.1 for non-noisy time
allow large corrections to follow closely
R=2.0 for noisy times
allow only small corrections, small gain K

Q: process noise variance
expected change in the process at each step
if larger, allows for more rapid changes in the gain, K 8



Filtered real data

R=0.1

R=2.0

time (sec)
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Tuning the Kalman Filter Parameters
We set R to change with each measurement update.
The measurement noise is set to vary with:

changes in the phase variance over 1s window (6 instances)
changes in the correlation between the phase and the [Hb]
signal over 20s window (125 instances back)

A fair assumption:
The phase does not change in a significant way with
physiological activation.  Neuron swelling or the influx of
new hematocytes may affect the scattering and thus the
optical path length and phase, but not in ways this
instrument is able to measure (time-domain spectroscopy
requires picosecond resolution).
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Filtered synthetic data - static

R=1.0

R = 0.2 Q = 1e-4
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Q = 1e-4

Filtered synthetic data - adaptive

R = phase
variance
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Filtered human subject data - adaptive
first application to real human subject data,
collected during 8min of rest

using a frequency domain fNIRS instrument (Imagent, ISS, Inc.)
under IRB approval
motion was not induced or controlled
x axis now in time instances (6.25 Hz data rate)

here R was set to exp(phase variance) for efficient turn on/off
R or Q could be tuned to remove spikes independent of phase

spikes that do not coincide with an increase in phase may be due to
instrument noise or perhaps exposure to ambient light,
but if steep enough arguably are not due to the slow physiology of
hemodynamic activations
optimal Q values are larger compared to synthetic traces
optimal parameters may vary by probe
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Q = 0.5

input blue
output green

Q = 0.01

R = exp(phase
variance)
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R = exp(phase
variance)

Q ~ 1/R

Q = 0.5



Conclusions
The phase variance provides a very good and easily-implemented
method for removing motion artifact from fNIRS data in real time
without an additional sensor.
The filter works with real human subject data and can be optimized
for automated use in the field.

Spikes are dealt with well, but not shifts.  An additional algorithm is
needed to restore the mean after a shift.
Optimal parameters must be determined objectively, including
window size selection.

detection of longer-term slowly-varying artifacts would
introduce a turn-on delay and be less responsive
small delays may be tolerable for conservative investigators who
wish to err on the side of signal removal
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Further work
This is one step of many for pre-processing fNIRS data.

determine the correct order of implementation
combine it with physiological correction
apply it further to human subject trial data and determine
the effect on state classification metrics.

Fidelity to the measured signal when R is low and the filter is
off should be quantified.  (if Q is high this should be good)
Controlled probe motion with respect to the tissue or
phantom material should be measured for comparison to the
phase signal. (implement tiny accelerometers)
The adaptive tuning of Q could be explored.
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Scholkmann, 2010
Spline-interpolation algorithm for removing noise
spikes in [Hb] signals detected with a moving standard
deviation on the [Hb] signal itself.
They simulate a slowly-varying motion artifact
(figures 3g and 4c).

difficult to differentiate from hemodynamic activation
the phase signal can be used to differentiate these

mechanical changes can degrade the signal via poor
coupling, and the[Hb] signal can be relatively flat.

This would not trigger a moving standard deviation
detection algorithm.
The phase can be monitored in an automated fashion to
remove this signal or alert the user to reset the probe.
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Flguro 4. Resu lts of the MARA. 1"dC15 (aHe) show the simulated fit slgnats wl thoUL MAs (gray 
lines) . with MAs (dashed black lines) and the artifaCL reduced signals (black l ines). MSD: moving 
standard deviation S( I). T: lhrcshold value. 






















